
SAMCO T-Shirts, American Quality, American Made 

 

SAMCO’s t-shirts and apparel follow the same mantra as the SAMCO motorcycles.  Every possible aspect 

must be Made in America and wherever possible using the newest technologies, which as in this case 

are also eco considerate.   

All this aside, we’re confident that “your SAMCO t-shirt will probably be your most worn and coveted 

t-shirt” amongst the many t’s that you may have.  Why?  “Because they feel so good!”  The cotton used 

in the SAMCO t-shirt is made of an “100% American Made - Ring Spun - American Grown Cotton”.  The 

Ring Spun process makes the fabrics softer, thicker and more durable.  (Check out Ring Spun  

http://www.fabricsearch.org/ringspuncotton/ringspun_cotton.htm ). 

The tech part about this shirt is the REHANCE print and dye technology.  What’s neat about this process 

is the shirt is sewn before the fabric is dyed, the shirts arrive a creamy, natural colored fabric, like 

undyed cotton!  That’s completely backwards but there’s a reason for it.  The shirts arrive at the 

print/dye house to be firstly printed, which in SAMCO’s shirt’s case is up to 3 different colors in 5 places.  

The REHANCE print and dye technology process actually dyes the print right into the natural, undyed 

fabric using eco friendlier water based inks, not prints on top of it with a type of plastic like all the t-

shirts in your drawer.  Because the REHANCE technology dyes the art onto the fabric directly, there’s no 

breaking, crinkling or cracking of the art.  You won’t notice it if you rub up against it either.  Here’s a link 

to further explain the process,  http://tsdesigns.com/rehance-printing/  . 

Once the shirt has printed it is then dyed and our case with our first t-shirt offering in the color black, 

then washed.  Since the entire process washes and dries the t-shirt a number of times, it will not shrink 

once in your hands.  It’s then bagged and tagged and then sent to us.  Take a look at the inside of the 

shirt, you’ll see a website printed there, http://www.whereyourclothing.com .  By clicking on this link 

you’ll be able to track the exact farm the cotton was grown on.  That means the shirt your wearing is 

supporting that particular farm as well as all the other fairly paid Americans along the way.    

Each SAMCO t-shirt is: 

 Made from 100% American Grown Cotton  

 Milled, cut and sewn in entirely in America 

 Printed and then dyed using eco friendly water based inks with the REHANCE Technology 

 Feels and looks great due to its outstanding overall quality 

 Traceable using the http://whereyourclothing.com link 

 Directly impacts over 500 American jobs positively 

 Environmentally conscious 

 Economically conscious because of its positive American impact  

SAMCO is a thinking and breathing entity, due to the people making concerted contributions towards its 

goals.  One of the most important being 100% Made in America.   
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